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Abstract

This dissertation contains an essay with the above title, as well a
The first section of poems is entitled Maria Sibylla Merian, Art

a collection of poems about, and in the voice of, Merian. Many
known as personna poems. The second section of poems is ent

, and uses autobiography as a framework for communicating t
relationships, and for illustrating the surrealism in the human r
the natural world.

My research for my essay entailed the study of the poetry and
including, but not limited to, Anne Sexton, Muriel Rukeyser, Ad

Moore, Elizabeth Bishop, Maxine Kumin, Harold Bloom, Kate
Vendler. The purpose of my research was to determine whethe
political message seemed more important in her poetry than th
or pure creativity.

My research for the section of poems entitled The Beekeeper's W
bee culture and beekeeping, as well as forays into readings on f
practices in Michigan. For the section of poems entitled Maria
and Naturalist I studied an exhibit of original prints from her e
Museum for Women in the Arts in Washington, D.C. I also read
books containing prints of her works in color and black-and-w
Davis' biographical essay on Merian in her book entitled Wome
read about various of the flora Merian illustrated, and I researc

various pigments as they might have been used during Merian'
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Walking Against: Poetry and a play excerpt, researchers from different laboratories have repeatedly observed how
the tensiometer prohibits dumping, however, once the Orthodoxy finally prevails, even this small loophole will be
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